802.16p Opening Report

• **Since Session #73:**
  - Network Entry Ad Hoc (Jaesun Cha)
    - Defined parameters and scenarios *required* for all Network Entry contributions
  - Functionality Matrix (Inbar Bratspiess)
    - Table comparing AWD functionality to SRD
    - Will help decide whether to go to Letter Ballot
  - ITU Liaison (Inuk Jung)
    - Started work on ITU-R WP5A #282
802.16p Opening Report

• Plan for the week:
  • Comment Resolution
    • AWD, SRD, EMD
  • ITU Liaison
    • Review ITU-R WP5A #282 work
    • Liaison through 802.18
  • Work Plan, Schedule
    • Discussion on progress, adjustments

• Closing Plenary:
  • possibly... AWD LB (according to schedule)
  • Updated Schedule, work plan
802.16p Opening Report

- Comment Resolution
  - AWD:
    - 119 comments, 116 are Technical
      - 30% increase in Technical comments
  - SRD:
    - 0 comments
  - EMD:
    - 3 comments
      - 1 Technical, 2 Editorial